AGENDA ITEM SS-1

Public Works
STAFF REPORT
City Council
Meeting Date:
Staff Report Number:
Study Session:

1/15/2019
19-009-CC
Provide direction on the future process for the draft
project study report for the Ravenswood Avenue
railroad crossing study and the draft scope for
additional studies

Recommendation
Staff recommends that City Council provide direction on the future process for the draft Project Study
Report (PSR) and the draft scope for additional studies. Staff has identified the following options for the City
Council to consider for both items.
Options to complete the PSR:
• Option 1 – Approve the PSR with the current preferred alternative selection of Alternative A. This will
allow staff to close out the San Mateo County Transportation Authority (SMCTA) grant and begin
applying for funding for the environmental study and design phase. Staff would return to City Council
January 29, 2019 for approval of the final PSR.
• Option 2 – Select Alternative C as the preferred alternative and direct staff to revise the PSR to reflect
this selection. Staff would return to City Council in February for approval of the revised final PSR. No
additional funding would be required to complete this modification to the PSR to reflect this change in the
preferred alternative.
Options regarding the request for additional studies:
• Option 1 – Approve the original draft scope of work (Attachment C) with no changes and appropriate
$275,000 to begin the additional studies. In order to schedule and conduct the necessary community
engagement and commission meetings on the new alternatives, staff anticipates this work will take
approximately six to nine months before returning to the City Council with information and a
recommendation. Staff would return to City Council January 29, 2019 for approval of the final scope of
work and appropriation of $275,000.
• Option 2 – Incorporate the attached track changes revisions (Attachment D) and return to City Council
with a request to appropriate funding to complete these additional studies. The cost and schedule
implications of potential changes to the scope of work would be addressed when staff returns to the City
Council for approval. Staff would return to City Council in February 2019 for approval of the final scope of
work and to appropriate funding in an amount to be determined.
• Option 3 – Forgo the draft scope of work and direct staff to not perform additional studies.

Policy Issues
The project is included in the 2018 City Council’s work plan that was approved February 6, 2018. In
addition, during discussion of the work plan January 27, 2018, the City Council also requested that the
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recommended action include options to explore safety improvements that could allow for a quiet zone at
any crossings not grade separated as part of a chosen alternative.
The project is consistent with the City Council rail policy (Attachment A) and with the 2016 general plan
goals to increase mobility options to reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions; increase
safety; improve Menlo Park’s overall health, wellness, and quality of life through transportation
enhancements; support local and regional transit that is efficient, frequent, convenient and safe; provide a
range of transportation choices for the Menlo Park community; and to promote the safe use of bicycles as a
commute alternative and for recreation.

Background
In March 2016, City Council awarded a contract to a consultant team, led by AECOM, to perform the
Ravenswood Avenue railroad crossing PSR. The following meetings were held for the project and feedback
received was incorporated into the project analysis:
• Community meetings
• May 2, 2016
• October 4, 2016
• June 7, 2017
• Rail Subcommittee meetings
• March 20, 2017
• April 17, 2018
• Chamber of Commerce
• September 29, 2016
• Property/business owners
• More than 25 meetings from May 2016 – September 2017
• Ongoing City staff coordination
• Caltrain
• Atherton including City Council study session, December 6, 2017
• Palo Alto including Rail Committee, November 8, 2017
• Commission meetings
• Parks and Recreation Commission – May 25, 2016
• Library Commission – June 13, 2016
• Transportation Commission – November 9, 2016
• Bicycle Commission – November 14, 2016
• Planning Commission – December 5, 2016
• Planning Commission – September 11, 2017
• Atherton Transportation Committee – September 12, 2017
• Complete Streets Commission – September 13, 2017
• City Council meetings
• February 7, 2017
• April 4, 2017
• October 10, 2017
• January 16, 2018 – informational item
• May 8, 2018
• December 4, 2018 – informational item
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On May 8, 2018, the City Council approved the following motion:
• Move forward with Alternative A which provides for an underpass crossing at Ravenswood Avenue and
keeps Oak Grove, Glenwood and Encinal Avenues open to all modes of traffic as existing
• Appropriate $31,000 from the undesignated fund balance to complete the project
• Authorize the City Manager to amend the agreement with AECOM
Additionally, City Council provided general direction to staff to bring back the following additional items at a
future meeting:
• Letters to Palo Alto, Atherton, Redwood City, Mountain View and Sunnyvale to request consideration of a
multicity trench or tunnel
• Letter to Caltrain to request a bicycle/pedestrian path adjacent to the rail within Caltrain right-of-way
• Additional scope of work and appropriation request to prepare (1) a financial assessment of a
trench/tunnel; (2) a conceptual design, noise, tree, and visual impact assessment of a fully elevated
alternative
On November 28, 2018, the draft PSR and draft scope for additional studies were released for public review
and comment as part of the agenda for the City Council meeting December 4, 2018. Staff requested that all
comments be received by January 3, 2019, to ensure that staff could return to City Council with a summary
of all comments by mid-January.

Analysis
PSR
The project is near completion of the PSR phase, which is the final deliverable to complete the grant with
the SMCTA. Completion of the final PSR document allows the City to close out the grant with SMCTA and
begin to apply for funding for the next phases of the project, environmental studies and design. A PSR is the
documentation of the study process, analyses performed, outreach performed, feedback received and the
selection of the preferred alternative. The project team developed a draft PSR for review and is included as
Attachment B. This document was released for public review and comment as part of the December 4,
2018, agenda packet.
Additional scope of work
On May 8, 2018, City Council directed staff to return with an additional scope of work and appropriation
request to prepare (1) a financial assessment of a trench/tunnel; (2) a conceptual design, noise, tree, and
visual impact assessment of a fully elevated alternative. A draft scope of work was prepared by the
consultant team in order to complete the additional studies requested. A draft version of the scope of work
has been presented for community and City Council review to provide opportunities to ask questions, obtain
clarifications and provide feedback. The draft scope of work is included as Attachment C. This document
was released for public review and comment as part of the December 4, 2018, agenda packet.
Comments received
A total of 61 comments were received between November 28, 2018, and January 3, 2019, written by a total
of 54 commenters as listed in Attachment E. Comments received generally fall into three categories:
comments on the draft PSR, comments on the additional scope of work and general comments. Comments
were received via email through the Transportation division email address (Attachment H), through the
project manager (Attachment I), through the City Council email (Attachment J) and through United States
Postal Service. A summary of comments received before the end of the day January 3, 2019, follows. All
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comments received directly, not available online, are included as Attachment F and all comments received
online are included in Attachment G. A summary of comments received after January 3, 2019, will be
presented at the January 15, 2019, City Council meeting.
Draft PSR comments
Comments regarding the draft PSR generally focused on the selection of the preferred alternative. Some
comments requested that additional design considerations be made, which would be added during the
design phase of the project. The comments were as follows with the quantity of commenters on each item in
parentheses after.
1. Opposed to Alternative A [underpass at Ravenswood Avenue only, leave other crossings as existing]
(30)
2. In support of Alternative C [hybrid at three crossings, leave Encinal Avenue crossing as existing] (20)
3. Specific design comments such as requests for improvements at Middlefield Road/Ravenswood
Avenue, adding buffered bicycle lanes, creating a thinner bridge structure, removing shoofly from
Alternative A and station design considerations (3)
4. Move forward with Alternative A [underpass at Ravenswood Avenue only, leave other crossings as
existing] (2)
The specific design comments (item 3 above) would be evaluated during the design phase of the project
and incorporated where feasible.
Staff requests that City Council provide direction to pursue one of the following options to complete the
PSR:
• Option 1 – Approve the PSR (Attachment B) and with the current preferred alternative selection of
Alternative A. This will allow staff to close out the SMCTA grant and begin applying for funding for the
environmental study and design phase. Staff would return to City Council January 29, 2019 for approval
of the final PSR.
• Option 2 – Select Alternative C as the preferred alternative and direct staff to revise the PSR to reflect
this selection. Staff would return to City Council in February 2019 for approval of the final revised PSR.
No additional funding would be required to complete this modification to the PSR to reflect this change in
the preferred alternative.
Additional scope of work comments
Comments regarding the additional scope of work generally were to add more detail to the scope and
studies or to add more types of studies. A few comments requested an additional alternative be considered
or that the constraints be adjusted for these studies. The comments and staff’s recommendation on each
are summarized as follows. Staff recommendations for revisions to the draft scope of work are shown in
Attachment D using tracked changes from the November 28, 2018 version published as part of the
December 4, 2018 City Council packet.
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Comment
1. Study traffic impacts during
construction for all alternatives

2. Add visual studies

3. Add more detail into the noise
studies, including to assess future
train frequencies

4. Add acoustical and vibration studies

5. Add local property value financial
impact studies

City of Menlo Park

Table 1: Comments
Commenter
describing
Staff recommendation
this issue
3
High level evaluation of traffic impacts
during construction (e.g., construction
staging and roadway closures) for the
tunnel and fully raised alternatives are
included in the draft scope of work and
staff recommended revisions.
Construction staging and roadway
closures were previously evaluated for
Alternatives A and C and are
documented in the draft PSR. Detailed
traffic impacts will be evaluated during
environmental phase and mitigations will
be incorporated during the design
phase.
3
The creation of three-dimensional
renderings to illustrate the visuals of the
fully raised alternative are included in the
draft scope of work. The recommended
revisions to the draft scope of work
include providing examples of above
ground structures of the tunnel
alternative. Detailed visual studies will
be performed during environmental and
design phases.
2
The draft scope of work includes
analysis of single event and daily noise
exposure for existing conditions and four
build alternatives (Task 8). The draft
scope was prepared to follow the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
noise impact criteria.
2
Noise (acoustical) analysis is provided
as part of the draft scope of work (Task
8). Vibration analysis and any necessary
updates to the noise analysis would be
performed during environmental study
phase and potential mitigations would be
included in design phase.
2
There is no precedent known for
performing this type of study for this type
of project, therefore no changes are
proposed to the draft scope of work
regarding this comment. Financial
studies evaluating options to finance the
tunnel alternative will be performed as
part of the proposed draft scope (Task
6).
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Comment
6. Add eminent domain or right-of-way
requirement study for the fully
elevated grade separation
alternative

7. Modify assumptions to apply a rail
grade greater than 1% for tunnel
and raised track studies

8. Add alternative to keep freight rail
(Union Pacific) at grade and tunnel
Caltrain
9. Prefer to not perform any more
studies

Table 1: Comments
Commenter
describing
Staff recommendation
this issue
2
A high level right-of-way requirement
study is included in the draft scope of
work in the tunnel feasibility task (Task
6.1) and a more detailed right-of-way
requirement study will be performed as
part of the environmental study and
design phases.
1
For the fully raised rail alternative, the
draft scope of work includes a track
profile analysis to determine the
maximum grade needed to provide
sufficient elevation to avoid roadway
excavation at Glenwood Avenue (Task
7.1). For the tunnel alternative, an
evaluation of rail elevation is included in
recommended revisions to the draft
scope of work.
1
Not proposed for incorporation to the
scope of work at this time.
1

Noted.

Staff requests that City Council provide direction on one of the following options regarding the request for
additional studies:
• Option 1 – Approve the original draft scope of work (Attachment C) with no changes and appropriate
$275,000 to begin the additional studies. In order to schedule and conduct the necessary community
engagement and commission meetings on the new alternatives, staff anticipates this work will take
approximately six to nine months from date of approval before returning to the City Council with
information and a recommendation. Staff would return to City Council January 29, 2019 for approval of
the final scope of work and appropriation of $275,000.
• Option 2 – Incorporate the attached track changes revisions (Attachment D) and return to City Council
with a request to appropriate funding to complete these additional studies. The cost and schedule
implications of potential changes to the scope of work would be addressed when staff returns to the City
Council for approval. Staff would return to City Council in February 2019 for approval of the final scope of
work and to appropriate funding in an amount to be determined.
• Option 3 – Forgo the draft scope of work and direct staff to not perform additional studies.
General comments
Other comments received covered a range of topics such as preferences outside of the alternatives covered
in the draft PSR and general comments about grade separation types.
1. Prefer more than one grade separation (9)
2. Add traffic signal at Ravenswood/Alma, either as a near-term improvement or in lieu of a grade
separation (7)
3. Extend the public comment period (4)
4. Prefer below ground alternatives like tunnel or trench (3)
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5. Opposed to fully raised alternative (3)
6. Prefer above ground alternatives like hybrid or fully raised tracks (2)
7. Prefer “no build” option, no grade separations (2)
8. Preference to “do anything” to move forward with grade separation(s) (2)
9. Push to create a Peninsula-wide plan (1)
10. Opposed to below ground alternatives like tunnel or trench (1)
Some of the general comments are preferences of types of grade separations. Staff recommends that these
comments be considered during the decision making process to approve the PSR as described above.
The comments to add a traffic signal at the intersection of Ravenswood Avenue and Alma Street should be
coordinated with the preferred alternative. Alternative A, as well as a tunnel or fully raised rail alternative,
would remove this intersection therefore a traffic signal would not be required, however mitigations for
Alternative C include the installation of a traffic signal at this location. A traffic signal in advance of a grade
separation project would require a traffic signal evaluation and analysis, design plan development,
coordination with Caltrain, Caltrans, California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and Menlo Park Fire
Protection District. The process from direction to implementation would take approximately 3-5 years
depending on funding availability and coordinating agency reviews. If the City moves forward with a grade
separation of any type at Ravenswood Avenue, an existing traffic signal would need to be replaced and/or
removed.
Previous efforts by staff and elected officials to create a Peninsula-wide plan for grade separations along
the Caltrain corridor have been undertaken in the past. Consensus amongst adjacent local agencies to
support the same approach has been difficult due to varying community preferences and abilities to fund the
projects.
Next steps
Staff requests direction from City Council on the draft PSR and draft scope of work. Staff recommendations
are as follows:
• Staff recommends that City Council select one of the following options to complete the PSR:
• Option 1 – Approve the PSR with the current preferred alternative selection of Alternative A. This will
allow staff to close out the SMCTA grant and begin applying for funding for the environmental study
and design phase. Staff would return to City Council January 29, 2019 for approval of the final PSR.
• Option 2 – Select Alternative C as the preferred alternative and direct staff to revise the PSR to
reflect this selection. Staff would return to City Council in February for approval of the revised final
PSR. No additional funding would be required to complete this modification to the PSR to reflect this
change in the preferred alternative. .
• Staff recommends that City Council selects one of the following options regarding the request for
additional studies:
• Option 1 – Approve the original draft scope of work (Attachment C) with no changes and appropriate
$275,000 to begin the additional studies. In order to schedule and conduct the necessary community
engagement and commission meetings on the new alternatives, staff anticipates this work will take
approximately six to nine months before returning to the City Council with information and a
recommendation. Staff would return to City Council January 29, 2019 for approval of the final scope
of work and appropriation of $275,000.
• Option 2 – Incorporate the attached track changes revisions (Attachment D) and return to City
Council with a request to appropriate funding to complete these additional studies. The cost and
schedule implications of potential changes to the scope of work would be addressed when staff
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returns to the City Council for approval. Staff would return to City Council in February 2019 for
approval of the final scope of work and to appropriate funding in an amount to be determined.
• Option 3 – Forgo the draft scope of work and direct staff to not perform additional studies.
If staff is directed to provide revisions or additional information outside of the above recommendations, the
magnitude of the changes will need to be evaluated and implemented prior to returning to City Council for
approval of the final documents and/or an appropriation request.
Approval of the final PSR document closes the existing SMCTA grant and will allow staff to begin
applications for transportation grant opportunities to fund the next phase of work which includes
environmental studies and design. Based upon typical planning level estimates, the environmental study
and design phase could take approximately 3-5 years depending upon funding availability, followed by
securing funding for construction and approximately 3-5 years of construction. Depending upon availability
of funding sources, this schedule could be potentially accelerated or delayed. Staff will continue to track
progress on the development of Caltrain’s Business Plan, which is a guiding policy document that outlines
the goals for the future of the rail corridor.
In addition, per City Council’s direction at the City Council annual goal setting January 27, 2018, the next
phase of work following the selection of a preferred alternative for this project would include evaluation of
and proposals for safety improvements that could allow for a quiet zone at any crossings not grade
separated as part of a chosen alternative.
Key remaining milestones for the project are summarized below:
Table 2: Key project milestones
Milestone

Date

Preferred alternative selection by City Council

May 8, 2018

Community review of draft PSR and draft scope of work

December 2018 – January 2019

City Council approval of final PSR and additional scope of
work

Early 2019

Staff to begin applying for environmental/design funding

Upon final PSR completion

Completion of additional scope of work (in order to
complete necessary community meeting scheduling and
outreach)

Summer/Fall 2019

Impact on City Resources
The project was included in the Capital Improvement Projects (CIP) for FY 2015-16, with a budget of
$750,000. Through the Measure A grade separation program, the SMCTA will reimburse the city up to
$750,000 for the project upon timely completion of the project study report. If City Council directs staff to
move forward with the draft scope of work with no revisions, appropriation of $275,000 from the
undesignated fund balance is requested to cover the additional scope items that will be needed, including
additional engineering, analyses, community outreach and public meetings. If City Council directs staff to
amend scope for additional studies, staff will work with the consultant team on the revisions and return to
City Council with an appropriation request in an amount to be determined.
Additionally, the staff resources required to perform and manage the additional scope of work and any
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additional requests or revisions will impact other transportation projects including the Middle Avenue
Crossing project and the ability to maintain the schedule to coordinate with the 500 El Camino Real
construction schedule, which could add design and construction costs to that project. Any changes to the
preferred alternative may also impact the Middle Avenue Crossing project’s design and schedule as
differing crossing alternatives for the Ravenswood Avenue crossing may impact the elevation of the rail at
the Middle Avenue Crossing location.
The inability to adhere to the original schedule of the grant agreements for both the Ravenswood Avenue
Railroad Crossing project and the Middle Avenue Crossing project could likely impact the City’s ability to
receive future grants from the SMCTA if these projects are not completed expeditiously in the next year.
Both projects have required time extensions due to requests for additional information and staff workloads
that reflect on the City’s ability to commit to and complete projects. The possibility of the SMCTA revoking
the Middle Avenue Crossing grant is likely if the project is not prioritized for 2019 and the scope is not
completed within the year.

Environmental Review
The results of this phase of the Project will identify required environmental reviews and studies required to
advance the project. Environmental reviews and studies will be completed as part of the next phase of work.

Public Notice
Public notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting. Additional notifications are being made through the project webpage, a Public
Works project list email blast, a NextDoor post and a City Council digest article.
Attachments
A. Hyperlink – rail policy: menlopark.org/DocumentCenter/View/6388/City-Council-Rail-Policy?bidId
B. Hyperlink – draft PSR : menlopark.org/DocumentCenter/View/20388/1242018-Ravenswood-Draft-PSR
C. Draft additional scope of work
D. Draft additional scope of work with suggested track changes
E. Public comments, commenter names
F. Comments received directly
G. Hyperlink – online comments: http://ccin.menlopark.org
H. Transportation email: transportation@menlopark.org
I. Project manager email: arobeso@menlopark.org
J. City Council email: city.council@menlopark.org
Report prepared by:
Angela R. Obeso, Senior Transportation Engineer
Report reviewed by:
Justin I.C. Murphy, Public Works Director
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ATTACHMENT C
DRAFT

AECOM
100 West San Fernando
San Jose, CA, 95113
aecom.com

September 10, 2018

Angela Obeso, PE
Project Manager
City of Menlo Park
701 Laurel Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025
RE: Ravenswood Avenue Railroad Crossing Project, Extra Work Request (Amendment 3)

Dear Angela:
At the May 8, 2018 City Council meeting, Council directed that additional scope items be considered for
the project. Per these City Council meeting minutes, additional scope items will include “(1) a financial
assessment for a trench/tunnel and; (2) a conceptual design, noise, tree, and visual impact assessment of
a fully elevated alternative.” Below is a description of the scope of work for these items (Tasks 6, 7 and 8).
SCOPE OF WORK
Task 1: Project Management
Task 1.1 Project Administration
Due the extension in the schedule and the additional scope items described below, AECOM will provide
additional project management services for the period from June 2018 through March 2019. These
services include:
•
•
•

Coordinating with in-house design staff, subconsultants, and the City
Conducting additional check-in conference calls
Monitoring schedule and budget status and preparing invoices

Task 6: Tunnel Feasibility Analysis and Funding Analysis
Task 6.1 Tunnel Feasibility Analysis
AECOM will analyze the feasibility of a tunnel alternative based on a track profile that begins at two
potential locations:
1. Just south of the Fifth Avenue Underpass in unincorporated San Mateo County (between
Redwood City and Atherton).
2. Just south of Woodside Road in Redwood City.
The tunnel profile would conform back to existing grade between Charleston Road and San Antonio Road
near the Palo Alto/Mountain View border. Note: The southern conform point is based on current,
preliminary exhibits prepared by AECOM for the City of Palo Alto for their City-wide tunnel option.
The analysis will include the anticipated engineering challenges and potential mitigation measures, and
logistical opportunities and issues associated with constructing a tunnel that spans through a segment of
six jurisdictions (Redwood City, San Mateo County, Atherton, Menlo Park, Palo Alto and Mountain View).
The analysis will include the following topics. These will be discussed in the memorandum, described in
Task 6.2, at a high-level to determine the overall feasibility of this alternative.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of Tunnel (Single or Dual Bore)
Entry/Exit Portal Locations
Construction Impacts (Including anticipated station and/or road closures during construction)
Right-of-Way and Utility Impacts (Including anticipated temporary construction easement s)
Drainage (Including impacts to major channels/creeks)
Groundwater and Geotechnical Issues
Final Station and Roadway Configurations
Long-term Maintenance

Task 6.2 Tunnel Feasibility Analysis Memorandum
AECOM will develop a memorandum summarizing the items described in Task 6.1. The memorandum will
include a description of the tunnel alternative with a schematic plan, profile and typical section.
AECOM will also prepare an order-of-magnitude cost estimate of the tunnel concept, including the
approximate cost within the City of Menlo Park only.
Task 6.3 Tunnel Funding Analysis
As a follow up to Tasks 6.1 and 6.2, AECOM will identify and evaluate potential funding resources and
financing mechanisms applicable to the tunnel alternative. The funding analysis will develop a high-level
overview and assessment of the project funding and financing opportunities. The purpose of the analysis
will be to provide a comprehensive overview and understanding of potential funding availability and
constraints sufficient for an initial assessment of the project’s financial feasibility.
The analysis will be primarily focus on identifying approaches and assessing their potential for funding the
construction of the Menlo Park segment of the project. However, AECOM will also provide a high-level
characterization of the complete project’s funding needs, constraints and options with an assessment of its
funding potential and viability from a corridor-wide perspective.
AECOM will identify funding options from local sources (e.g. fee/tax measures and value capture
mechanisms if applicable), regional/state sources (e.g. San Mateo County Transportation Authority
(SMCTA) Measure A and California High Speed Rail Authority) and federal programs (e.g. BUILD grants).
AECOM will analyze the following key evaluation factors for each funding source under consideration:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary description;
Applicability and restrictions;
Implementability and qualification requirements;
Approval process and authorizing agencies;
Extent, type and scheduling of obtained funding; and
Overall viability, key risk and success factors.

AECOM will work with Caltrain and the City staff to determine the land-use opportunities and development
constraints on the property above the tunnel segment within Caltrain’s right-of-way. If possible, some
illustrative case studies may be used for informative purposes. Based on this research and analysis,
AECOM will evaluate the properties’ development potential and resulting capacity for revenue generation
and project funding contribution.
Task 6.4 Tunnel Funding Analysis Memorandum
The funding analysis findings and recommendations will be documented in a “White Paper” format
suitable for internal use and public distribution. AECOM will provide a short-list of the funding sources
considered to be most promising and viable with recommendations on next steps and further
investigation.
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Note that at this initial stage, detailed financial feasibility analysis of the project or specific funding sources
is not recommended and is not proposed under this task. The financial calculations and projections
performed for the funding analysis will be based on readily available data and standard assumptions (e.g.
local property values, bond/loan terms, investor rate of return requirements, economic and land use
projections/trends etc.).
Task 7: Fully Elevated Alternative Analysis
Task 7.1 Preliminary Engineering
AECOM will develop preliminary engineering for a fully elevated alternative. The track profile limits will
begin just south of Encinal Avenue and end just north of San Francisquito Creek. This task will include the
following:
•

Engineering (track and road profiles, shoofly track alignment, etc.) to define the limits of
construction and approximate quantities to complete an order-of-magnitude cost estimate.

•

Utility and Right-of-Way impacts.

•

Preliminary cost estimate (using a similar format that was used for Alternatives A & C).

•

A track profile analysis to determine the maximum grade needed to provide sufficient
elevation to avoid roadway excavation at Glenwood Avenue (span completely over the
street); while simultaneously avoiding impact to Encinal Avenue.

Task 7.2 Meetings
AECOM will attend and prepare PowerPoint slides for up to four (4) separate meetings; City Council (1),
Rail Subcommittee (1), Planning Commission (1) and the Complete Streets Commission (1).
Task 7.3 Renderings
AECOM will prepare still image, 3D CAD renderings from up to three (3) vantage points.
Task 7.4 Technical Memorandum
AECOM will prepare a Technical Memorandum to summarize the items prepared as part of Task 7.1 and
7.3.
Task 8: Noise Study
AECOM will evaluate how each of the five proposed alternatives, noted below, would affect noise levels;
both on a single event (pass-by) basis as well as average daily exposure (such as day-night noise level,
Ldn,) which would likely be used to assess environmental noise impacts as per Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) noise impact criteria.
The study will include a round of noise measurements describing single event and daily noise exposure
for existing conditions. The study will also include prediction of expected changes in noise level (single
event and daily exposure) for the different alternatives. The alternatives to be studied are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Existing (Baseline) Condition (No Build)
Alternative A
Alternative C
Alternative D – Fully elevated with three grade separations
Alternative E – Multi-city, corridor-wide tunnel

Task 8.1 Review Project information
The AECOM noise team will review provided and relevant project information. At the conclusion of this
review, the noise team will develop a data request to the City and/or Caltrain, for any additionally required
information.
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Task 8.2 Site Visit and Noise Measurements
Two AECOM noise specialists will visit the project area and conduct a series of long-and short-term
measurements of current existing conditions. The long-term measurements will run for at least 24 hours at
two different locations in the noise study area, and short-term measurements will be conducted for a
shorter duration (typically 15-30 minutes each) to document ambient conditions and individual train events
at another 4 to 8 locations representing a variety of noise-sensitive land uses throughout the study area.
The noise team will also carefully identify and document other existing noise sources present as well as
buildings, topography and other features that could influence acoustical propagation in the study area.
Depending on the preliminary tunnel concepts to be evaluated under Alternative E (Tunnel), some noise
measurements may also be conducted at other locations outside of the study area to characterize noise
sources associated with that alternative (such as passive tunnel vent shafts, or powered ventilation fan
stations which may be identified on similar rail tunnels elsewhere.
Task 8.3 Analyze Noise Measurement Data
The noise measurement data will be analyzed and developed into charts and tables to represent the
varying noise environment over the course of the day at each of the measurement locations as well as
detailed noise levels for individual train events identifying individual contributions from train cars,
locomotives and horn soundings on a per event basis (to the degree possible).
Task 8.4 Conduct FTA and CadnaA Noise Modeling
AECOM will conduct an FTA style spreadsheet analysis to predict and compare project related 24-hour
(Ldn) noise levels consistent with methods described in the FTA Transit Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment Manual (FTA VA-90-1003-06), general noise assessment method, at up to 20 different point
locations representing noise sensitive locations within the project area. The noise team will also develop
more detailed noise models using the CadnaA noise model platform to produce noise contour data for
typical maximum noise levels for each alternative.
Task 8.5 Develop Draft Noise Technical Memorandum
AECOM will prepare a technical noise memorandum reporting the methodology, results and conclusions
of Tasks 8.1 to 8.4.
Task 8.6 Develop Final Noise Technical Memorandum
AECOM will provide responses to one set of agency comments and prepare a final technical
memorandum.
DELIVERABLES LIST
The following deliverables will be provided as part of this extra work:
•
•
•
•

Draft & Final Tunnel Feasibility Analysis
Draft & Final Tunnel Funding Analysis
Draft & Final Technical Memorandum of Viaduct Alternative Analysis
Draft & Final Noise Technical Memorandum

FEE ESTIMATE
A detailed level of effort per task for this Extra Work (Amendment 3) is provided as an attachment.
We look forward to working with the City to complete these additional tasks. If you have any questions,
please contact Millette Litzinger at 408.961.8417 or millette.litzinger@aecom.com.
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Yours sincerely,
AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

Millette Litzinger, PE
Deputy Project Manager

Etty Mercurio, PE
Vice President

Attachments
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DRAFT

ATTACHMENT D

AECOM
100 West San Fernando
San Jose, CA, 95113
aecom.com

September 10, 2018

Angela Obeso, PE
Project Manager
City of Menlo Park
701 Laurel Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025
RE: Ravenswood Avenue Railroad Crossing Project, Extra Work Request (Amendment 3)
NOTE: SUGGESTED REVISIONS BY CITY STAFF – January 15, 2019

Dear Angela:
At the May 8, 2018 City Council meeting, Council directed that additional scope items be considered for
the project. Per these City Council meeting minutes, additional scope items will include “(1) a financial
assessment for a trench/tunnel and; (2) a conceptual design, noise, tree, and visual impact assessment of
a fully elevated alternative.” Below is a description of the scope of work for these items (Tasks 6, 7 and 8).
SCOPE OF WORK
Task 1: Project Management
Task 1.1 Project Administration
Due the extension in the schedule and the additional scope items described below, AECOM will provide
additional project management services for the period from June 2018 through March 2019. These
services include:
•
•
•

Coordinating with in-house design staff, subconsultants, and the City
Conducting additional check-in conference calls
Monitoring schedule and budget status and preparing invoices

Task 6: Tunnel Feasibility Analysis and Funding Analysis
Task 6.1 Tunnel Feasibility Analysis
AECOM will analyze the feasibility of a tunnel alternative based on a track profile that begins at two
potential locations:
1. Just south of the Fifth Avenue Underpass in unincorporated San Mateo County (between
Redwood City and Atherton).
2. Just south of Woodside Road in Redwood City.
The tunnel profile would conform back to existing grade between Charleston Road and San Antonio Road
near the Palo Alto/Mountain View border and determine if a grade in excess of 1% is needed. Note: The
southern conform point is based on current, preliminary exhibits prepared by AECOM for the City of Palo
Alto for their City-wide tunnel option.
The analysis will include the anticipated engineering challenges and potential mitigation measures, and
logistical opportunities and issues associated with constructing a tunnel that spans through a segment of
six jurisdictions (Redwood City, San Mateo County, Atherton, Menlo Park, Palo Alto and Mountain View).
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The analysis will include the following topics. These will be discussed in the memorandum, described in
Task 6.2, at a high-level to determine the overall feasibility of this alternative.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of Tunnel (Single or Dual Bore)
Entry/Exit Portal Locations, including visual examples or graphics of similar type projects
Construction Impacts (Including anticipated station and/or road closures during construction)
Right-of-Way Requirements (including any possible eminent domain) and Utility Impacts
(Including anticipated temporary construction easement s)
Drainage (Including impacts to major channels/creeks)
Groundwater and Geotechnical Issues
Final Station and Roadway Configurations
Long-term Maintenance

Task 6.2 Tunnel Feasibility Analysis Memorandum
AECOM will develop a memorandum summarizing the items described in Task 6.1. The memorandum will
include a description of the tunnel alternative with a schematic plan, profile and typical section.
AECOM will also prepare an order-of-magnitude cost estimate of the tunnel concept, including the
approximate cost within the City of Menlo Park only.
Task 6.3 Tunnel Funding Analysis
As a follow up to Tasks 6.1 and 6.2, AECOM will identify and evaluate potential funding resources and
financing mechanisms applicable to the tunnel alternative. The funding analysis will develop a high-level
overview and assessment of the project funding and financing opportunities. The purpose of the analysis
will be to provide a comprehensive overview and understanding of potential funding availability and
constraints sufficient for an initial assessment of the project’s financial feasibility.
The analysis will be primarily focus on identifying approaches and assessing their potential for funding the
construction of the Menlo Park segment of the project. However, AECOM will also provide a high-level
characterization of the complete project’s funding needs, constraints and options with an assessment of its
funding potential and viability from a corridor-wide perspective.
AECOM will identify funding options from local sources (e.g. fee/tax measures and value capture
mechanisms if applicable), regional/state sources (e.g. San Mateo County Transportation Authority
(SMCTA) Measure A and California High Speed Rail Authority) and federal programs (e.g. BUILD grants).
AECOM will analyze the following key evaluation factors for each funding source under consideration:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary description;
Applicability and restrictions;
Implementability and qualification requirements;
Approval process and authorizing agencies;
Extent, type and scheduling of obtained funding; and
Overall viability, key risk and success factors.

AECOM will work with Caltrain and the City staff to determine the land-use opportunities and development
constraints on the property above the tunnel segment within Caltrain’s right-of-way. If possible, some
illustrative case studies may be used for informative purposes. Based on this research and analysis,
AECOM will evaluate the properties’ development potential and resulting capacity for revenue generation
and project funding contribution.
Task 6.4 Tunnel Funding Analysis Memorandum
The funding analysis findings and recommendations will be documented in a “White Paper” format
suitable for internal use and public distribution. AECOM will provide a short-list of the funding sources
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considered to be most promising and viable with recommendations on next steps and further
investigation.
Note that at this initial stage, detailed financial feasibility analysis of the project or specific funding sources
is not recommended and is not proposed under this task. The financial calculations and projections
performed for the funding analysis will be based on readily available data and standard assumptions (e.g.
local property values, bond/loan terms, investor rate of return requirements, economic and land use
projections/trends etc.).
Task 7: Fully Elevated Alternative Analysis
Task 7.1 Preliminary Engineering
AECOM will develop preliminary engineering for a fully elevated alternative. The track profile limits will
begin just south of Encinal Avenue and end just north of San Francisquito Creek. This task will include the
following:
•

Engineering (track and road profiles, shoofly track alignment, etc.) to define the limits of
construction and approximate quantities to complete an order-of-magnitude cost estimate.
This includes potential construction impacts including staging and road closures.

•

Utility and Right-of-Way requirements (including any possible eminent domain) impacts.

•

Preliminary cost estimate (using a similar format that was used for Alternatives A & C).

•

A track profile analysis to determine the maximum grade needed to provide sufficient
elevation to avoid roadway excavation at Glenwood Avenue (span completely over the
street); while simultaneously avoiding impact to Encinal Avenue.

Task 7.2 Meetings
AECOM will attend and prepare PowerPoint slides for up to four (4) separate meetings; City Council (1),
Rail Subcommittee (1), Planning Commission (1) and the Complete Streets Commission (1).
Task 7.3 Visual Renderings
AECOM will develop renderings that illustrate the visual elements at up to three (3) locations along the
Menlo Park Caltrain corridor. For this evaluation, AECOM will prepare still image, 3D CAD renderings from
up tothese same three (3) vantage points.
Task 7.4 Technical Memorandum
AECOM will prepare a Technical Memorandum to summarize the items prepared as part of Task 7.1 and
7.3.
Task 8: Noise Study
AECOM will evaluate how each of the five proposed alternatives, noted below, would affect noise levels;
both on a single event (pass-by) basis as well as average daily exposure (such as day-night noise level,
Ldn,) which would likely be used to assess environmental noise impacts as per Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) noise impact criteria.
The study will include a round of noise measurements describing single event and daily noise exposure
for existing conditions. The study will also include prediction of expected changes in noise level (single
event and daily exposure) for the different alternatives. The alternatives to be studied are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Existing (Baseline) Condition (No Build)
Alternative A
Alternative C
Alternative D – Fully elevated with three grade separations
Alternative E – Multi-city, corridor-wide tunnel
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Task 8.1 Review Project information
The AECOM noise team will review provided and relevant project information. At the conclusion of this
review, the noise team will develop a data request to the City and/or Caltrain, for any additionally required
information.
Task 8.2 Site Visit and Noise Measurements
Two AECOM noise specialists will visit the project area and conduct a series of long-and short-term
measurements of current existing conditions. The long-term measurements will run for at least 24 hours at
two different locations in the noise study area, and short-term measurements will be conducted for a
shorter duration (typically 15-30 minutes each) to document ambient conditions and individual train events
at another 4 to 8 locations representing a variety of noise-sensitive land uses throughout the study area.
The noise team will also carefully identify and document other existing noise sources present as well as
buildings, topography and other features that could influence acoustical propagation in the study area.
Depending on the preliminary tunnel concepts to be evaluated under Alternative E (Tunnel), some noise
measurements may also be conducted at other locations outside of the study area to characterize noise
sources associated with that alternative (such as passive tunnel vent shafts, or powered ventilation fan
stations which may be identified on similar rail tunnels elsewhere.
Task 8.3 Analyze Noise Measurement Data
The noise measurement data will be analyzed and developed into charts and tables to represent the
varying noise environment over the course of the day at each of the measurement locations as well as
detailed noise levels for individual train events identifying individual contributions from train cars,
locomotives and horn soundings on a per event basis (to the degree possible).
Task 8.4 Conduct FTA and CadnaA Noise Modeling
AECOM will conduct an FTA style spreadsheet analysis to predict and compare project related 24-hour
(Ldn) noise levels consistent with methods described in the FTA Transit Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment Manual (FTA VA-90-1003-06), general noise assessment method, at up to 20 different point
locations representing noise sensitive locations within the project area. The noise team will also develop
more detailed noise models using the CadnaA noise model platform to produce noise contour data for
typical maximum noise levels for each alternative.
Task 8.5 Develop Draft Noise Technical Memorandum
AECOM will prepare a technical noise memorandum reporting the methodology, results and conclusions
of Tasks 8.1 to 8.4.
Task 8.6 Develop Final Noise Technical Memorandum
AECOM will provide responses to one set of agency comments and prepare a final technical
memorandum.
DELIVERABLES LIST
The following deliverables will be provided as part of this extra work:
•
•
•
•

Draft & Final Tunnel Feasibility Analysis
Draft & Final Tunnel Funding Analysis
Draft & Final Technical Memorandum of Viaduct Alternative Analysis
Draft & Final Noise Technical Memorandum

FEE ESTIMATE
A detailed level of effort per task for this Extra Work (Amendment 3) is provided as an attachment.
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We look forward to working with the City to complete these additional tasks. If you have any questions,
please contact Millette Litzinger at 408.961.8417 or millette.litzinger@aecom.com.

Yours sincerely,
AECOM Technical Services, Inc.

Millette Litzinger, PE
Deputy Project Manager

Etty Mercurio, PE
Vice President

Attachments
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ATTACHMENT E

Public comments
Commenter names
1. Ada Yu
28. Laura Hale
2. Adam Draper
29. Lauren and George John (2)
3. Ann Diederich
30. Lynne Reynolds
4. Anton Reynolds
31. Margaret Davis
5. Betsy Henze
32. Maria Amundson
6. Bill Frimel
33. Marjorie Stone
7. Bill Pflaum
34. Mickie Winkler (2)
8. Bob Frankle
35. Mike Raab
9. Bonny Brown
36. Omar Adham
10. Brian Goler
37. Philip Miller
11. Charles
38. Rich Cline
12. Dana Hendrickson
39. Rusty Gaillard
13. Daniel Hom
40. Samantha Henze
14. Diane Frankle
41. Sandy Bardas
15. Erin Glanville
42. Shasank Chavan
16. Gail Blumberg
43. Sherri Biondi
17. Helen White
44. Sonya Fletcher
18. Henry Riggs
45. Stephen Mehl
19. Herbert Stone
46. Steve Machtinger
20. Hinda Saks (2)
47. Steve Taffee
21. Jen Wolosin
48. Steve Van Pelt
22. John Henze
49. Steven Geiser (2)
23. John Kadvany
50. Sue Kayton
24. John Langbein
51. Susan Bryan
25. Jonathan Hahn
52. Thierry Depeyrot
26. Katherine Miller (2)
53. Verle Aebi
27. Kristin Geiser (2)
54. William Lind

ATTACHMENT F
From: danielkhom
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 9:31 PM
Subject: Ravenswood Caltrain track separation
To whom it may concern,
This email is to provide comments and feedback for the Ravenswood Caltrain track separation.
As a long time resident of MP especially concern with the safety and traffic through the City. I have the
following comment posted in the Almanc and ask to share with Complete Streets, Safe Routes to
Schools, and TMP OOC.
"What's the problem and goal? Make the intersection safe for local commuters and residents on MP? Or
create "induced demand" by eliminating the grid lock to encourage more of the +80% traffic through MP
to hwy 101 and the EB? Do not elevate the tracks creating a large berm and wall that residents hate and
didn't consider when moving to MP. Do not create a massive multi lane under path with right turn lanes
and straight lanes to congest MAHS, Middlefield and Willow Road more than it is already. University Ave
has a good "traffic diet" that improves the condition without attaching more daily commute vehicles.
Keep the number of lanes the same and reduce the throughput of traffic. Make it safer and easier for
bikes and pedestrian traffic. This area could be a hub for the public with Burgess, ECR and Caltrain.
Children going to school at Hillview tend not to ride a bike because of ECR. Let's make it safe and not an
ugly intersection with thousands of cars and traffic. MP residents and tax payers come first rather than
the commuters."
Regards,
Daniel and Alice Hom

From: John Langbein
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 8:32 PM
Subject: grade separation
Two comments on the proposed grade separation(s).
1) I noticed under alternative A, it proposes a 10% grade. For cyclists who will use the roadway, I suggest
that the bike lane, especially in the downhill direction be wider than 5-ft as proposed. With steep grades
(even if it is short), cyclists will want to ride farther from the curb than normal. I suggest that the bike
lane be buffered which can allow the downhill riding cyclist to stay farther from the curb. (In addition,
the extra speed from the descent will aid the rider on the uphill)
2) I suggest that Menlo Park build more than just the single grade crossing. Given the expectation that
rail service on the Peninsula will be the primary mass transit in the future, its success will depends upon
frequent service. One can only envision the snarled traffic generated by frequent train service rendering
any "at-grade" crossing nearly useless. Building multiple bridges or tunnels will assure that traffic will
not be negatively impacted by the trains, and trains can also run reliably without the catastrophic
collision.
John Langbein

From: Rusty Gaillard
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2018 8:47 PM
Subject: Ravenswood Caltrain crossing
Hello,
I am writing in support of the plan to create the grade separation at Ravenswood. While a more
comprehensive plan for all of the at-grade crossings would be better, Ravenswood is by far the worst
crossing and fixing it is far overdue. I strongly support moving forward with the plan as proposed.
Rusty Gaillard

From: Gail Blumberg
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 10:51 AM
Subject: Feedback on Ravenswood train crossing study
Dear Menlo Park City Transportation group,
I am responding to the recent elevated track study of the Ravenswood train crossing. It’s commendable
that you are studying the noise level increase of an elevated track, but there are several other factors
that seem to be missing from your assessment. Please consider including them, as they ALL have
potentially negative impacts on the city and its residents and businesses.
Traffic Study looking at traffic flow and congestion impact of construction and required shoofly or other
temporary requirements on traffic and residential access - closures and lost access in particular. This is
especially important in light of all the construction projects already taking place in Menlo Park on and
around El Camino. It makes the quality of life here substantially different when going from east to west
is a guaranteed traffic jam.
Visual studies: Numerical analysis of the distance from the track that the fully elevated train (i.e.
cumulative of track + train + catenary wires) could be seen from ground level looking from both east and
west sides along the length of the track through MP; Plus, 3D visuals (as were done for Options A and C)
of what the fully elevated train would look like from both east and west.
In addition a visual analysis of the impact of fully elevated train (again, track + train + catenary wires) on
daylight plane, taking into consideration light blocked and shadows cast on both sides, throughout the
movement of the sun on residential areas. (Note: residential construction requires assessment of
daylight plane, so analysis of an elevated train on neighboring residences should adhere to the same
requirement.)
Acoustical and Vibration Study of loudness and reach of all train noise after elevation, trench or tunnel,
including any required removal of sound barriers such as trees and structures. Amount of vibration felt
once shielding trees and structures have been removed.

Real Estate Financial Impact Study looking at local real estate prices over the time of construction and
afterwards in terms of light, sound and visual implications of the new crossing.
Eminent Domain Study will private property, plus structures, plus trees/vegetation need to be removed
to accommodate the viaduct construction.
Respectfully yours,
Gail Blumberg
Menlo Park Resident

From: Maria Amundson
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 11:54 AM
Subject: Feedback on Ravenswood train crossing study
Dear Menlo Park City Transportation group,
I am responding to the recent elevated track study of the Ravenswood train crossing. It’s commendable
that you are studying the noise level increase of an elevated track, but there are several other important
factors that seem to be missing from your assessment. Please consider including them, as they ALL have
potentially negative impacts on the city and its residents and businesses:
Traffic Study looking at traffic flow and congestion impact of construction and required shoofly or other
temporary requirements on traffic and residential access - closures and lost access in particular. This is
especially important in light of all the construction projects already taking place in Menlo Park on and
around El Camino. It makes the quality of life here substantially different when going from east to west
is a guaranteed traffic jam.
Visual studies: Numerical analysis of the distance from the track that the fully elevated train (i.e.
cumulative of track + train + catenary wires) could be seen from ground level looking from both east and
west sides along the length of the track through MP; Plus, 3D visuals (as were done for Options A and C)
of what the fully elevated train would look like from both east and west.
In addition a visual analysis of the impact of fully elevated train (again, track + train + catenary wires) on
daylight plane, taking into consideration light blocked and shadows cast on both sides, throughout the
movement of the sun on residential areas. (Note: residential construction requires assessment of
daylight plane, so analysis of an elevated train on neighboring residences should adhere to the same
requirement.)
Acoustical and Vibration Study of loudness and reach of all train noise after elevation, trench or tunnel,
including any required removal of sound barriers such as trees and structures. Amount of vibration felt
once shielding trees and structures have been removed. Note that with elevated tracks, the soundwave
blocking benefits of trees, homes and structures in dampening sound is lost, as the noise travels above
them.

Real Estate Financial Impact Study looking at local real estate prices over the time of construction and
afterwards in terms of light, sound and visual implications of the new crossing.
Eminent Domain Study will private property, plus structures, plus trees/vegetation need to be removed
to accommodate the viaduct construction.
Respectfully yours,
Maria Amundson
Menlo Park Resident

From: Sandy Bardas
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2018 10:28 AM
Subject: Comments on intersection of Caltrain tracks with City Roads
While I appreciate all the work that has gone into exploring the alternatives, one overriding concept
greatly concerns me. Many questions could be answered if the whole Caltrain Peninsula Corridor
worked TOGETHER to address the questions of train/road intersections. Whether to elevate, submerge,
tunnel or leave at grade cannot be done in a piecemeal fashion. I just don't understand why the city
governments do not realize the long term advantage of a Peninsula Caltrain Plan. Almost every city has
or is independently studying options.
In terms of the present draft report, I have grave concerns about the streets that run parallel to the
tracks. Currently there are several large construction projects near these intersections (Encinal, Oak
Grove, Alma Middle) and these parallel streets are very close to the tracks. Although Ravenswood is the
most congested there remains the danger of the close parallel streets such as Merrill and Alma. In
addition, the on-demand pedestrian crossing lights at these intersections is also responsible for the
traffic snarls on both Oak Grove and Ravenswood. This is especially true when passengers are offloading
from the train. When a pedestrian hits the light to cross, little attention is paid to the fact that cars may
be forced to stop on the tracks. And then the train resumes its travels across the track opening up the
potential of cars being stuck between the crossing arms.
I believe in the necessity and future of the Caltrain Corridor. I just urge the Peninsula cities to work
together to form a comprehensive plan. And I urge Menlo Park to address the safety concerns of both
cars and pedestrians caused by the parallel streets so close to the train tracks, especially in light of the
large construction projects on or near these streets.
Sandra Bardas

From: Herbert Stone
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2018 8:33 PM
Subject: Ravenswood-Caltrain Track Plan
I have reviewed the draft report and want to express my vote in favor of a hybrid solution for
Ravenswood, Oak Grove and Glenwood streets. This is a compromise in which the streets and trains
share the effort. Just elevating the trains is not viable from a community perspective; it would be too
high. Trenching will be very costly and raises added safety concerns.
This issue was discussed at length when I first moved here in 1962 and 1963. It's time to make a decision
and move ahead.
Herbert Stone

From: Steve Machtinger MD
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2018 8:48 AM
Subject: Grade Separation
Having lived in NIMBY Park since 1980 and in Allied Arts since 1983 means I have been both observer
and victim of the evolution of traffic and traffic policy.
Grade separation will not increase traffic on El Camino Real. You can’t increase traffic when you already
have gridlock. However relieving the El Camino logjam mitigates the increasing burden of cars
shortcutting through central MP and Allied Arts. The number of cars running stop signs at Middle &
University and Cambridge & University is alarming. Traffic makes people late and frenzied often
resulting in dangerous driving decisions.
I am a walker and a biker. Biking will not solve our town’s traffic problems.
Grade separation at Ravenswood is the obvious step if you want the best temporary solution. In the not
too distant future the wisdom in providing additional separation at Oak Grove and Glenwood and even
Alma in Palo Alto will become an inescapable conclusion. The cost and inconvenience of doing grade
separation twice will far exceed that of doing it right once. Do as much as you can without getting tarred
and feathered by the NIMBY crowd.
I like the trench solution as it controls noise and has a minimal impact on the lovely rural view one has
from El Camino but an elevated track is probably safer in terms of suicide prevention. The least
disruption in traffic flow results from doing nothing to the track and everything to the roads. But any
solution is better than more dawdling debate. Stop fiddling around.
DO IT NOW! You need the not-as-yet developed properties adjacent to the Caltrain right-of-way to ease
the burden and cost of construction. Once these lots are developed the complexity of any grade
separation project becomes many times greater.

No one envies your job but you will be remembered for having taken the decisive step on grade
separation. You won’t be remembered if you fail to solve this vexing problem that contributes to
deteriorating quality of life in Menlo Park.
Steve Machtinger MD

From: Stephen Mehl
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2018 2:37 PM
Subject: Menlo Park grade separation – comments
Dear Ms Obeso –
An article in the Almanac says that the city of Menlo Park transportation department is looking for
comments on the draft report for grade separation.
As an inhabitant of Menlo Park I strongly encourage the council to grade separate all crossings in Menlo
Park - Ravenswood, Glenwood and Encinal to enhance safety for people and cars, and to reduce noise
levels.
I prefer train tracks at separations to be below street level rather than above street level.
Concerns about elevating the tracks are specious, since the city is already separated by the tracks and
fences.
Thank you
Stephen Larry Mehl

From: Thierry Depeyrot
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2018 2:17 PM
Subject: Grade separation
Dear Ms Obeso
I saw in the Almanac that the city of Menlo Park transportation department is looking for comments on
the draft report for grade separation.
As an inhabitant of Menlo Park who has almost been hit when walking across the Ravenswood crossing,
and whose children (9 and 12 year old) regularly cross the train tracks to go to school, I strongly
encourage the council to grade separate all crossings in Menlo Park - Ravenswood, Glenwood and
Encinal.

Concerns about elevating the tracks are specious, since the city is already separated by the tracks and
fence… but I would be happy with any solution which makes it safer to cross, less dangerous for cars,
and also less noisy – the pollution from the honking is quite dramatic.
Thank you!
Thierry Depeyrot

From: Katherine Miller
Sent: Sunday, December 23, 2018 3:56 PM
Cc: Mueller, Ray <RDMueller@menlopark.org>; Taylor, Cecilia <CTTaylor@menlopark.org>; Carlton,
M.Catherine <CCarlton@menlopark.org>; Combs, Drew <DCombs@menlopark.org>; Nash, Betsy
<BNash@menlopark.org>
Subject: Comments on grade separation
Hi,
I saw an article in the Almanac asking for comments on the current grade separation plans. I read
through the plans, and want to share my perspective.
It seems obvious to me that installing a no-build alternative, such as a traffic signal with railroad
preemption, makes sense. There are a number of crossings in nearby communities that have these sorts
of traffic lights: we know they work. It would be vastly less expensive than the build options and could
be implemented sooner. The installation of a traffic signal at the Alma / Caltrain / Ravenswood
intersection would have the further benefit of making the area safer for the huge volume of pedestrians.
A traffic signal could potentially open up left turns from Alma onto Ravenswood as well. With the high
number of variables in the future regarding the train—high speed rail, electrification, a Middle Ave.
bike/pedestrian underpass, unresolved coordination plans with other municipalities—and with all the
present benefits of a traffic signal, it makes sense to adopt this no-build alternative ASAP. Installing a
traffic signal allows us to sift through the variables thoughtfully, can be easily tinkered with to maximize
efficiency, doesn’t preclude a build solution in the future, and makes the crossing safer now. Win-winwin-win.
I vigorously oppose Alternative A. According to the draft, "the underpass would remove direct vehicular
connection between [Ravenswood Ave. and Alma St.], and thus change vehicular travel patterns.”
Specifically, all cars traveling into or through Linfield Oaks would be forced to use Laurel Street.
Currently, residents and cut-through traffic turn right onto Alma from eastbound Ravenswood. This is
effective because it splits car traffic through the neighborhood between Alma and Laurel.
Alma is a wide street with both sidewalks and bike lanes: it is a safe environment for cars, bikes, and
pedestrians to co-exist. It makes sense to maintain car access to this well-designed and efficient street.
On the other hand, there are no bike lanes on Laurel, despite the fact that it has recently been
designated part of the “Peninsula Bikeway.” Residents and work trucks often park in the street, pushing
bicyclists further out into the middle of the street. Sidewalks are immediately adjacent to the street;
pedestrians often spill over in the street since the sidewalks themselves are narrow. It doesn’t make
sense to intentionally increase car traffic on Laurel.

Laurel Street, a neighborhood street, is already congested. Cutting off vehicular traffic to Alma St. would
make Laurel St. through Linfield Oaks even more congested and much less safe for everyone. You may
remember that a few years ago there was a trial restriction of right turns onto Alma St. from eastbound
Ravenswood. Now is a good time to remember why that trial was discontinued: traffic on Ravenswood
got worse and traffic on Laurel St. through Linfield Oaks got much, much worse. Laurel is a major route
for kids on bikes going to and from school and it’s one of the main conduits for families going on foot to
Burgess. Alternative A, an effort to make our community safer, would have the dangerous unintended
consequence of making Laurel St. decidedly less safe.
Furthermore, at this time there is no representative on City Council dedicated to representing District 3,
which includes Linfield Oaks. It is not appropriate for City Council to approve a decision that would
severely and negatively impact the Linfield Oaks neighborhood's safety and quality of life when there is
no council member to represent us.
If the City Council is determined to move forward with a build solution, Alternative C would be
preferable: “Alma St. would be lowered to match the elevation of the lowered Ravenswood Ave.,
resulting in a intersection that resembles the existing Ravenswood/Alma intersection, providing the
ability to restore full vehicular access.” This would keep traffic into and through Linfield Oaks split
between Alma and Laurel St., thus keeping Laurel St. safer for bikes and pedestrians.
Making train crossings safer is an important goal and one that I support. Please fulfill that goal with a
traffic signal or Alternative C. Alternative A makes Laurel Street through Linfield Oaks less safe and is
therefore not a good solution.
Sincerely,
Katy Miller

From: MARJORIE STONE
Sent: Sunday, December 23, 2018 11:54 AM
Subject: Caltrain track plan
To whom it may concern:
I have lived in Menlo Park since 1964 and seen the traffic around the railway crossings grow steadily
worse. I have seen how well the San Carlos railroad crossing plans have turned out, and I believe Menlo
Park should employ a similar raised railway plan across all three of its railway crossings. The elevated
tracks will allow flexibility for the future, and improve traffic flow under the tracks.

Menlo Park is already divided by Hwy 101; I don’t believe an elevated track will divide it further. It is “pie
in the sky” to think that Menlo Park will retain its character by building a tunnel; its character has
already been modified by all the development that has been approved by the council, and the increased
traffic that is a direct result. Let’s use the increased revenue from these developments to start
construction on an elevated railway instead of funding yet another study of the multiple studies that
have been conducted since I moved here.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Stone

From: Sue Kayton
Sent: Monday, December 24, 2018 9:52 PM
Subject: Ravenswood grade separation
Alternative A is a short-term solution to a long-term problem. The proposed depressed roadway for
Ravenswood does not have enough lanes to handle all the traffic once Oak Grove, Valparaiso and
Encinal grade crossings are eventually closed.
Once the underpass opens, traffic will increase at the intersection of Ravenswood / Middlefield, which
already has major back ups during commute hours and school pick-up and drop-off times. I can
personally attest that southbound traffic on Middlefield can take more than 6 light cycles to get from
Oak Grove to Ravenswood at peak times. To help alleviate this bottleneck, as part of this project, please
include adding a second left turn lane from northbound Middlefield onto westbound Ravenswood. This
would require relocating at least one utility pole, and paving more of the right-of-way that currently has
vegetation.
-Sue Kayton

From: Carl
Sent: Wednesday, December 26, 2018 11:56 PM
Subject: Ravens wood crossing
Hello, after reading the article in the December almanac, I find it hard to believe that there is a
consideration to invest millions of our, and my, taxpayer dollars to make a completely unnecessary rail
crossing. Every time there is an election I am praying for a fiscally responsible council, with guidance
from an equally fiscally, responsible Mayor who really considers every penny they spend, but that never
happens.
I know towns are coached by legal teams on reducing liability. It’s endemic from building department
guidance to police and fire over hiring.
This extravagant rail crossing spend however, cannot be about safety, or reducing liability, since there
are over 100 crossings from San Jose to San Francisco.

The three choices the Menlo Park council cake up with for the rail crossing do not include a key one,
which is: Leave it exactly the way it currently is!
Spending millions of dollars on Any rail crossing will not reduce the traffic buildup. That biggest factor is
the amount of cars (and homes built) in a square area closest to the tracks. The council’s vote on
building El Camino with many densely packed houses will create unduly traffic. No crossing can mitigate
this so don’t spend millions of dollars on this. If you holistically look at your desire to build a rail crossing,
we would be far better off financially (our and my tax money) and safety wise to wait 2-3 years when
level 4 autonomous vehicles are released and pervasive. This is quicker than the construction time for
one of these high priced crossings. The cars are scalable and will just about eliminate all accidents at
every crossing. Additionally, with a feature called traffic pilot we are confident they will mitigate as
much traffic as can be (again a function of vehicles on the road at one time). There are so many more
technologies out there that would mitigate traffic and the chances of a car stopping on the crossing,
rather than wasting money on this crossing. Please add a fourth viable choice: Leave the Ravenswood
crossing as it is.
Charles

From: Omar Adham <ojadham@mac.com>
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2018 9:40 PM
Subject: Ravenswood Avenue rail crossing project
After reviewing the draft PSR on the city‘s website I believe that the new counsel should change course
away from the alternative A towards alternative C as the latter will better serve Menlo Park for the
coming CALTRAIN electrification as well as HSR project.
Respectfully,
Omar J. Adham

From: aebi@
Sent: Saturday, December 29, 2018 3:44 PM
Cc: Mueller, Ray; Taylor, Cecilia; Carlton, M.Catherine; Combs, Drew; Nash, Betsy
Subject: Ravenswood Avenue Grade Separation Project
Ms. Obeso,
I have been following the Ravenswood Grade Separation project for many years - going back to the early
1990’s when it was first discussed. I listened to the recent presentation by yourself to the Council in
December on the Draft PSR and noted that comments / concerns from the public were desired prior to
January 3, 2019.
First some background:

I have been a Menlo Park resident since 1980 and have lived on Laurel Street in Linfield Oaks since 1989.
Since 1989 the City has closed Alma either at Ravenswood or just past the entrance to the parking lot by
the library 3 times to evaluate traffic impact. All three times the impact has been major with significantly
higher traffic flow on Laurel as cars that are heading to 101, the Willows neighborhood or Palo Alto that
normally take Alma are forced to take Laurel or Middlefield Road. Middlefield is not a preferred option
for commuters or other local residents due to the traffic signals on Middlefield. Laurel is a residential
street with children on bikes heading to Encinal, many pedestrians, and is a narrower street than Alma
with cars typically parked on both sides, forcing bikes out into traffic. Cutting off Alma as is proposed in
Alternative A would have a major, detrimental, impact on Linfield Oaks. Other major impacts include
restricting access to the Library and recreation center as cars from west Menlo Park would be forced to
circle Burgess Park to reach the Library and Recreation Center. Alternative A also cuts off access to a
number of streets near the rail line including Alma and Merrill, restricting easy access from Ravenswood
to Caltrain and the 1020 Alma project now nearing completion and small businesses near the
intersection.
If it is necessary to block through traffic on a street, it would be highly preferable to block through traffic
on smaller, residential, streets like Laurel and force cars to use larger streets like Alma for safer transit of
the neighborhood and to make Laurel a safe, preferred, bike boulevard like Bryant in Palo Alto.
Recommendations:
I strongly oppose Alternative A due to the significant traffic and safety impacts that will be generated by
this option on Burgess Park and Linfield Oaks. Alternative A will also preclude future grade separation at
the other at grade crossings in Menlo Park. This will likely force more traffic onto Ravenswood over time
and will further degrade the Ravenswood / El Camino intersection.
I support the hybrid option which will result in Three Grade Separated Crossings at Ravenswood, Oak
Grove and Glenwood as the preferred option (Alternative C).
There has been much discussion about how an elevated Grade Separation solution will divide Menlo
Park. I put forward that with Electrification of Caltrain the present at grade crossings will divide the town
in a more significant way with the amount of time that the crossing barriers will be down. Alternative C
Grade Separation will help to connect the town.
1. Alternative C provides the best safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, and cars by separating these uses
from at three intersections versus one intersection for the Ravenswood only grade separation
(Alternative A). In particular this is critical with the recent conversion of Oak Grove to a bike route to
school. Grade separating only Ravenswood does not achieve the key goal of improving bike safety in
Menlo Park.
2. Alternative C has minimal impact on the residents of Felton Gables as the track is not elevated next to
that neighborhood. The elevated trestle concept would have a significant impact and I recommend
moving forward with C which has the lowest track elevation.
3. Alternative C does not cutoff access to Alma Street from Ravenswood. Alternative A would cutoff
access to Alma from Ravenswood making access to the Library, the Recreation Center and Gym much
more difficult for West Menlo Park residents. The town has made major investments in Burgess Park
and its facilities and traffic flow should be managed to improve access, not reduce access. Alternative C
accomplishes this goal with improved access to Burgess Park due to the traffic signal that would be

installed at the Ravenswood / Alma intersection in this Option and maintenance of the Ravenswood /
Alma connection.
4. Alternative C will provide the best east / west connectivity and improved traffic flow across Menlo
Park. The increased number of trains that Caltrain plans to operate with the electrification of Caltrain
will further snarl traffic at the at grade intersections due to the increased amount of time that the gates
will be down. Alternative C addresses this issue and is a plan focused on the future traffic flow needs of
Menlo Park as urbanization continues.
5. Alternative C would result in the biggest noise reduction from the trains by removing 3 at grade
crossings which require Caltrain to sound its horn.
6. I attended the Community Meeting on June 7, 2017. 85% of the approximately 55 community
members in attendance supported Alternative C over Alternative A. I hope that the Council takes this
extremely strong support for Alternative C into consideration when deciding this important issue to
Menlo Park. Many of the attendees at the meeting were from the neighborhoods that will be most
impacted by the construction project which will be considerably more substantial for Alternative C
relative to Alternative A. Even so the community clearly felt that the benefits of Alternative C over
Alternative A significantly outweighed the inconvenience of a longer / larger construction project.
I strongly recommend installation of a traffic signal at the Alma / Ravenswood intersection as an interim
traffic and safety improvement. We have had one death at the Ravenswood / Caltrain crossing a few
years ago and a very close near miss this past October. In both cases the vehicle was westbound on
Ravenswood. Staff in its May 5, 2015 report to the Council evaluating safety improvement options for
the Ravenswood / Caltrain / Alma intersections indicated that a traffic signal at this intersection is
feasible and would address the safety issues while also improving circulation by allowing cars to again
cross Ravenswood at Alma. This intersection also has a very large volume of pedestrians headed from
Caltrain to SRI and to Burgess park. It is hard to understand why this intersection has not had signal
control to date when one considers the number of cars, bicycles and pedestrians that use this
intersection daily. I doubt that there are any other intersections in Menlo Park that are comparable to
this combined use.
I also make a strong request that any future impact study of Alternative A or C or an elevated Trestle
include analysis of the traffic impact on Alma and Laurel Streets from Glenwood to Willow Road. Past
traffic studies relative to Grade Separation have not included these sections of road, even though the
past tests with blocking Alma have clearly demonstrated that the impact can be severe and major.
Sincerely,
Verle and Carol Aebi

From: Lauren John
Sent: Sunday, December 30, 2018 4:28 PM
Cc: George John
Subject: As Linfield Oak residents we oppose Measure A
Hello Transportation Management Team:
My name is Lauren John and I have lived and worked in Menlo Park for over twenty years. Currently, my
husband George and I live at 331 Laurel Street/Crosswalk is Sherwood. We are writing to oppose the
Measure A proposal for the Caltrain crossing--which would close Alma Street to traffic and potentially
reroute it to Laurel Street.
Here's why:
Ours is a lively pedestrian neighborhood.
Each morning from my home office window I see school kids, parents, nannies and toddlers and seniors
walking the streets and sidewalks.
Many use this route to get to the library, the pool and the Community Center,
The school bus stops one house down at three p.m.
There are many bikers.
Neighbors stop and talk to each other and car doors are always opening to let off kids catching the bus
to school.
Measure A to close Alma Street to traffic would instead clog Laurel Street with traffic, make things
unsafe for small school kids and toddlers and seniors, and wreck the character of the neighborhood
overall.
We have looked at the plans and think that A better “build” option for grade separation is Alternative C.
A better “non-build” option is a traffic signal at Alma / Ravenswood.
Both of these options would maintain car access to Alma St. from Ravenswood.
Also we don't have a City Council dedicated to District 3, which includes Linfield Oaks.
Should City Council really make a decision about our neighborhood quality of life without representation
on the Council.
I hope this letter will let you know how at least two long time residents feel.
Thanks
Lauren and George John

From: Frankle, Diane
Sent: Monday, December 31, 2018 4:22 PM
Subject: Comments on Grade Separation Plan
I am a resident of Menlo Park living in the Linfield Oaks section of Menlo Park just south and east of the
proposed Ravenswood overpass. I have reviewed the current plan and Alternatives A and C. I am writing
to express my strong support for Alternative C over Alternative A. Although I understand that
Alternative A is less expensive, the Council and Planning Committee should consider its adverse impact
on residents living in Linfield Oaks. The result of only separating the tracks from the road at one
intersection – Ravenswood – will mean that almost all traffic will be routed on Ravenswood, increasing
the traffic on that one street and also Laurel, the main north/south alternative between El Camino and
Middlefield, dramatically. This will be highly detrimental to the residents living along Laurel, which is
most of Linfield Oaks. Moreover, it will frustrate residents in another way – the plan requires the closing
of Alma Street at Ravenswood. This will also pour more traffic onto Laurel. This will create significantly
more dangerous road conditions, traffic jams and noise on Laurel, which is a residential street. All of
these effects are mitigated by Alternative C. Instead of only 1 crossing with grade separation, there are
3, and there will be more balance in the traffic flow. Moreover, Alma is not shut down to traffic, allowing
a safety valve from Ravenswood to Alma for the neighborhood. This Alternative maintains the character
of the Linfield Oaks neighborhood while effecting grade separation. It has several other benefits as
detailed in the Plan. Alternative A is a very poor substitute and will make it impossible if I understand
the Plan to pursue a “redo” later. Alternative A is very bad for the entire east side of Menlo Park
because it drives all traffic onto Ravenswood due to it being the only grade separation; as the Plan
notes, train traffic will become more frequent in the future, and we will have more traffic because of the
construction on El Camino Real and elsewhere. That is going to make traffic on Ravenswood and Laurel
Street explode if Alternative A is chosen. Alternative C is a much better plan. It does extend the
construction, which is obviously a detriment, but only by another 18 months estimated – a short
increment of additional time in the grand scheme of things to “get it right.” I urge the City Council and
the Planning Commission to pursue Alternative C. I understand it requires more funding, but it is the
only really sensible alternative and its costs, while additional are not out of proportion to the accrued
benefits of the plan. In short, Alternative C seems better thought out, more viable, less impact on traffic,
and we should pursue it to the exclusion of Alternative A.
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
I also object to the comment period for this being from 12/18-1/3 – that is insulting and ridiculous.
Obviously you did not want comments. If I learn who set the comment period I will be organizing a vote
against that person or group. Please keep in mind that this is supposed to be a democracy and it is
wholly inappropriate to try to sneak something through without comments because “you can.” Holiday
season is not a time when people will typically expect a comment deadline and obviously people are
busy with other things like family and friends. Shame on you for this comment period – it should be
extended and more publicized!
_______________
Diane Holt Frankle

From: Brian Goler
Sent: Tuesday, January 1, 2019 12:41 PM
Cc: Nash, Betsy; Mueller, Ray; Taylor, Cecilia; Carlton, M.Catherine; Combs, Drew
Subject: Comments on Draft Ravenswood Avenue Railroad Crossing
Hi,
I am a Menlo Park homeowner and resident (1206 San Mateo Drive) and I'm writing to comment on
the draft project study report for the Ravenswood Avenue railroad crossing. I appreciate the
opportunity to comment on this draft.
I have two concerns that I'd like to share:
1/ Given the limitation of future grade separation options at the City’s other rail crossings under
Alternative C, it is especially important that we give a more expansive proposal more consideration at
this time. I have a strong preference for options that achieve grade separation at more of our rail
crossings (ideally, all of them) instead of limiting the scope of the PSR to grade separation just for
Ravenswood Avenue (Alternative C). It would be a missed opportunity to not evaluate a more expansive
proposal at this time that provides a long-term solution to the problems (traffic, safety, noise, etc) that
increased train and automobile traffic will bring in the coming decades.
2/ In addition to traffic congestion, I am deeply concerned about train noise. The process seems
incomplete without a thorough evaluation of the impact increased train traffic and a limited grade
separation project will have on future train-related noise. The PSR states that "[b]ased on federal rule,
local government agencies may acquire a quiet zone designation that would restrict the usage of train
horns at railroad crossings which meet specified criteria." How can we make a decision on grade
separation if we do not first understand the process, cost, and likelihood of achieving quiet zone
designations for crossings that do not achieve grade separation? How confident are we that quiet zone
regulations will not change in the future? In seems like wishful thinking to believe that the possibility of
a quiet zone designation will be an achievable and lasting solution to our noise problems without at
least a thorough evaluation now.
Lastly, can you please tell me how I can stay abreast of this project? I learned of the draft PSR and the
opportunity to provide comments by chance from this article online. Side-note: I encourage you to
extend the comment period into mid-January. Many residents are away over the holidays and are likely
unaware of this draft.
Thank you.
Brian Goler

From: Henry L Riggs <hlriggs@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, January 01, 2019 3:04 PM
Cc: Mueller, Ray; Obeso, Angela R
Subject: grade separations
Angela and staff,
I truly hope our city takes the opportunity to open up the east to the west by lifting the tracks in a
thoughtful and artful way through downtown. We have such an opportunity here!
Best wishes for a Happy New Year,
Henry Riggs

From: Kristin Geiser
Sent: Tuesday, January 01, 2019 10:43 PM
To: Angulo, Rich F; Obeso, Angela R; _CCIN; Mueller, Ray; Taylor, Cecilia; Carlton,
M.Catherine; Combs, Drew; Nash, Betsy
Subject: No on Alternative A
Dear Members of Menlo Park City Council, and all involved in designing, planning, determining and
implementing the vision for the railroad crossing on Ravenswood Avenue,
It was just brought to my attention by a neighbor that you have invited public comment on the design
options for the plan for the crossing, including what is emerging as your preferred option - Alternative A
– which includes closing Alma to vehicle traffic from Ravenswood Avenue. In this email, I will speak to
five reasons for my profound concern - and my request that you Vote NO on Alternative A.
1. We tried closing Alma - and it proved to be a disaster. We must vote NO on something we already
know to be a problem. I have lived on Laurel Street, between Burgess Park and Willow Road, for over 17
years. We lived through the experiment that the city ran not so long ago, with the closure of Alma to
vehicular traffic. The experiment took place during the summer - and even with the summer flow of
traffic (which is significantly lighter and certainly quite different than the flow of traffic that we
experience when local schools are in session), it was experienced as a total failure. Traffic to cross El
Camino extended beyond Trader Joe's and deep into the side streets of Menlo Park. Traffice along
Laurel and the connecting neighborhood streets - Sherwood, Waverly and Linfield - experienced a
marked increase in traffic and the majority of drivers, accustomed to taking Alma, moved much too
quickly through our neighborhood and with complete disregard for our stop signs. I also observed
drivers flipping off pedestrians, honking at pedestrians crossing the street with strollers, and taking
corners (e.g., onto Waverly, Sherwood and Linfield) much too fast. Drivers were impatient and
aggressive - and not driving as though they were moving through a residential neighborhood. This is
qualitative data. We would need more of this to inform any decision. We would also need quantitative
data. I am not aware of any quantitative data being collected during that experiment: I did not see any
efforts to count the number of cars driving through Linfield Oaks with the tools that are available to do
this; I did not see any effort to track the speed of those cars or the regularity with which they were
stopping (or not stopping) at stop signs. I did not see any effort to track the resulting traffic congestion

through downtown Menlo Park and north/south bound El Camino. All to say - the lived experience of
this experiment was that it was a disaster. But we don't have any real data to help us understand what
happened. On your table on page 30 of your document, the closure of Alma appears as "red" - as having
greatest negative impact. In the table, it is easy to gloss over this. It's just a red rectangle. But in real life,
this is huge, and it would affect the daily life of almost every resident. It would be completely
unacceptable for us to create a permanent closure to Alma without serious data - AND - if the data
provides additional evidence to support what it appears we already know - that Alternative A's closure
to Alma will have a significant negative impact both on the quality of life and safety of residents, then
we must be courageous enough to say NO to this and to pursue a better solution.
2. A decision to close Alma to vehicular traffic is in total conflict with Laurel Street as part of the
Peninsula Bikeway. The City of Menlo Park was part of the process that resulted in Laurel Street being
part of the Peninsula Bikeway. The signs are up. The roads are painted. Cyclists now interpret the green
signs on the roadway - located in the center of the driving lane and not in what would be the shoulder of
the road - as a signal that they have the right of way on Laurel Street. We are already witnessing cars
swerve onto the wrong side of the road to pass cyclists who are riding in the center of the driving lane
and/or 3-4 (or packs of 10-20) cyclists across the road. This is not safe - but it works - sort of - with the
current number of cars traveling along Laurel Street. If the hope is that the number of cyclists using the
Peninsula Bikeway will increase, the last thing we would want to do is redirect the vehicles from Alma to
Laurel Street. This is incredibly dangerous.
3. A decision to close Alma to vehicular traffic is totally incompatible with the way children are
intentionally routed along Laurel as they travel to/from school and recreational activities at City
Center. There are two MPCSD school bus stops located on Laurel. At drop off/pick up times, caregivers
and younger siblings (toddlers, babies in strollers) gather in groups, spilling into the street as they visit
and wait for the bus. Some children travel alone - and every morning, we watch them run to catch the
bus, running down the sidewalk, then darting across Laurel to catch their bus. We also see students
strolling home after school, daydreaming or looking at their phones as they stroll on and then off the
curved edge of the sidewalk as people do when they stroll through Linfield Oaks. In addition to all of the
pedestrian traffic associated with each school bus, Laurel is also the preferred "Safe Route to School."
Children at Encinal, Hillview, Nativity, and St. Raymond's are taught to take Laurel Street as they walk or
bike to/from school. MPCSD spent a significant amount of time and money working with outside
consultants to identify and improve safe routes to local schools to encourage families to walk/bike
rather than drive to school. Through that extensive work, Laurel was identified as a key part of the route
connected to at least four local schools. By closing vehicle access to Alma, and moving many of those
cars to Laurel, the city is working at cross-purposes with local schools and unraveling all of the time and
money that was spent on the Safe Rout to Schools effort. The result will likely be that families will no
longer feel that their children are safe to walk/bike on Laurel and they will, in turn, drive their children
to school. This will, in turn, work against the city's goals in many areas, including reducing traffic
congestion, reducing emissions, fostering the safety and independence of our children, eroding the
overall quality of life, etc. Lastly, children/families are frequently walking/biking to Burgess Pool/Gym
and the other services available at City Center. We have worked so hard over the years to create a
vibrant City Center that promotes health, wellness, vitality and community. Alternative A will make it
both more difficult and more dangerous to access these resources.
4. Alma Street is wide and has both bike lanes and sidewalks; it is a safe environment for cars, bikes
and pedestrians to coexist. We should be grateful that this exists - and take advantage of it. Something

is working. Allowing cars to turn right onto Alma is working. Why - when we have so many other
challenges - would we disrupt something that is running smoothly?
5. Another solution is totally possible. We can do this. We can figure out a solution that creates greater
safety at the CalTrain Crossing and allows for vehicles to travel from Ravenswood to Alma. I know - with
the talent and creativity of the team we have in Menlo Park we can find a better solution. We have to.
Alternative A is NOT it. We can do better. This is our responsibility - and our privilege.
Alternative C is one example. Based on my reading of the full document supporting this work, it appears
that, by your own analysis, Alternative C provides a more optimal outcome. The biggest downside to
Alternative C is cost and the disruption caused by construction. These are both very small prices to pay
for the benefits of plan - and the ability to avoid the incredibly problematic outcomes of Alternative A.
We must think about the ripple effects of our decisions. We must think about the legacy we are leaving
for the residents who will live here long after we have gone. We can endure the construction. We can
even do so with gratitude, knowing that we are creating a much more robust solution that will support
the health and vitality of our community for years to come.
I implore you. Vote No on Alternative A.
A last note...
The timing of this window for public comment is concerning. Every time our city staff/leadership
engages with the public, it is an opportunity to either build or erode trust, connection, relationship, and
a sense of share commitment to our city. Many residents are either out of town, juggling end of year
work commitments and/or family responsibilities, or have turned away from email during this time. It
seems to me that if you would like to use this moment as an opportunity to build trust, it could be
helpful to (a) extend the window for public comment, and (b) publicize this widely.
Thank you for your time and thoughtful leadership,
With gratitude,
Kristin Geiser

From: Sonya Fletcher
Sent: Tuesday, January 1, 2019 6:46 AM
Subject: Closure of Alma from Ravenswood
To Whom it May Concern:
I strongly oppose the idea of closing Alma street to traffic via Ravenswood. When the city conducted it’s
brief experiment doing this, the increased traffic congestion on Laurel and Ravenswood was simply
unacceptable and dangerous for children biking on these streets.
I use Alma as a way to get to my home on Linfield Drive to avoid the congestion on Ravenswood, and it
would be a great inconvenience for my family if we were no longer able to turn onto Alma from
Ravenswood.

Please do not close Alma to thru traffic, this would be a huge mistake for the residents of Linfield Oaks.
Thank you,
Sonya Fletcher

From: Katherine Miller
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 9:34 PM
Subject: Concerns Regarding "Alternative A" Caltrain Grade Separation Proposal
I am writing to express my concern about proposed Alternative A for Caltrain grade separation.
Having reviewed the December 4, 2018 staff report and November 2018 AECOM project study report, I
am concerned that the city has failed to adequately assess traffic impacts of Alternative A on Laurel
Street through the Linfield Oaks neighborhood.
In particular, by eliminating vehicular access from eastbound Ravenswood to Alma street, Alternative A
would redirect traffic onto Laurel Street between Ravenswood and Willow. There is significant traffic
headed toward the Willow Road / U.S. 101 interchange that flows through this area. Laurel street is a
relatively narrow street (compared to Alma) and is ill-equipped to handle the influx of additional traffic
that would result from eliminating vehicular access to Alma Street. Laurel street passes through a
residential neighborhood with significant bicycle and pedestrian use (including the Burgess Park
recreational facilities). Unlike Alma street, it does not have a dedicated bicycle lane or automobile turn
lane. A grade separation proposal that would result in increased vehicular traffic on this route could
actually decrease safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers along Laurel street.
At a minimum, the city should assess the impact of additional vehicular traffic on Laurel street between
Ravenswood and Willow as a result of the Alternative A proposal. Improving safety around the Caltrain
crossing while increasing risk to pedestrians, cyclists, and residents along Laurel street produces no net
safety gain.
Respectfully,
Philip Miller

From: Stephan Van Pelt
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 3:49 PM
Subject: Feedback on Ravenswood Grade Separation project
Angela,
I have a note in my calendar that today is the final day for feedback on the Ravenswood Grade Seps
project so I want to put my 2-cents in for Alt A which I feel has not been treated fairly. My suggestion for
Alt A are:

(1) For a station containing just 2 tracks (as now) Alt A can be built without a shoo-fly track. I think this is
very significant.
(2) The current station design was copy and pasted from the Alt C proposal and a design similar to the
current situation would perform much better for Alt A. Alt A works much better with boarding platforms
on the outside. That would allow a person making a round trip from/to Menlo Park to directly access the
parking area from the boarding platform. I realize they would have to use the pedestrian underpass on
the return trip to get to there car/ride, but the current center platform design requires them to use the
underpass on both trips, going and return. So Alt A definitely needs a platform configuration design
especially for it and not copied from Alt C.
(3) The track bridge over Ravenswood is overly thick and a thinner design should be employed.
Hope this helps, Respectfully, Steve Van Pelt a resident of Menlo Park

From: Bill Pflaum >
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2019 6:56 PM
Subject: Happy New Year . . . and comments
Attachments: Obeso 1. 3. 19.docx
Happy New Year, Angela:
I have attached a letter with comments from our citizens’ initiative. If there is another address within
the city government that I should send it to as well, please let me know. We would like this to get the
attention of Council members. I know they are flooded with communications but would appreciate how
best to get this before them. We’d like it not to be drowned in a flood of comments. What advice might
you offer? It will serve as the basis of a 3-minute comment I will make at the January council meeting.
That is the correct date correct is it not?
If you have any questions about what we have written, please email or give me a call

Design First
A Menlo Park Citizens Initiative
150 Alma Street, Unit 114
Menlo Park, CA 94025-3748

January 3, 2019
Angela:
Ike Griffin and I and other members of our citizens’ initiative have reviewed
•

the September 10, 2018 letter from AECOM Technical Services;

•

your informational item to Council of December 4, 2014.

Design First members are residents of the western section of Linfield Oaks. Some were
born in this area, others have lived here for a decade or more. Others have moved here
within the last two years. Interest in and support of our organization grows as residents
see construction begin on the CalTrain electrification project, read about High Speed
Rail’s interest in adding tracks to the north and south of Menlo Park, and hear the
substantially increased noise caused by tree and undergrowth removal along the right
of way. Matters of resident concern include:
•

Visual Impact of fully elevated alternative (paragraph 1, AECOM 9/10/18 letter)
AECOM’s task outline 7.1 makes no explicit reference to visual impact. We have
visited and photographed elevated solutions from Milpitas to South San
Francisco. In virtually every municipality, at stations and between stations, the
visual impact is negative. In most cases aesthetics and compatibility with
surroundings consistently took second place to cost. We believe that any
AECOM-provided designs and the graphic renderings of those designs must
incorporate matters of construction aesthetics and architectural compatibility with
surroundings. Aesthetics and architectural compatibility in rail planning appear
to receive attention if affordable, and eliminated if not. Our commitment to design
first means an unrelenting emphasis on ensuring that design and attendant costs
are thought through from day 1.
We are generally supportive of a fully elevated alternative but the devil is in the
details. In this case that means the details of design and materials selection. We

would support a fully elevated design and materials solution that would fit
Menlo Park and negate, not invite, graffiti defacement. Failure to do that would
make the fully raised alternative a poor tradeoff from a berm-based elevation as
now exists. We urge that all still images and 3D CAD renderings submitted by
AECOM:
o fully demonstrate design and materials solutions that meet high aesthetic
standards;
o are assured to be affordable. In the long run Menlo Park cannot afford
pretty pictures now and financially compromised construction later.
•

Preserving green. Attention must be given not only to what will be added as
CalTrain electrifies and High Speed Rail (HSR) starts up. What has been taken
away must be addressed as well. Preservation plans must be drawn now so
Menlo Park’s right of way does not become like that of cities to the north and
south.
Between Ravenswood and San Franisquito Creek over 30 fully grown trees have
been cut down inside the right of way fence that borders Alma Street. Significant
trimming has been done to trees on the city property between the Alma Street
and the fence. For substantial stretches sound deadening and visually protective
underbrush has been eliminated. With thoughtful design, ways can be found to
restore that green – a signature of Menlo Park—in a way that does not
compromise safe and efficient train operations. Volunteers are ready to support
the work of green restoration.

•

Noise Study. AECOM’s description of noise study services appears to only
measure current conditions. The deliverables list includes a Draft and Final
Technical Memorandum of Viaduct Alternative Analysis. However Tasks 8.1-8.4, to
laypersons like ourselves, don’t seem to yield outcomes directly related to the
fully elevated alternative.
We believe the task list, final specifications, and cost projections must include
design, material, and construction methods that will mitigate noise to the
maximum degree possible. If CalTrain and HSR’s intention of running 12 to 16
trains each peak hour becomes operative, noise mitigation must be a priority from
the beginning. It must infuse each planning and construction activity.
The AECOM study must do more that measure current noise levels. The study
must calculate noise levels that will exist when CalTrain’s projected trains-per-

peak-hour become realities. Designs musts be worked on before train traffic
doubles or triples, not after.
We intentionally did not address the important matter of rail crossing options.
We believe that others are addressing those competently and urge that Council
take a serious look at the fully elevated option before making a final choice. With
careful, thoughtful design that fits Menlo Park, it could limit construction
disruption and have significant cost, aesthetic, and time-to-construct advantages.
Whichever direction is finally chosen, we urge that the principal of design first
inform every step.
Best regards,

William D. Pflaum
Organizer

